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Dialogue of Differences:
The Writing of
Henry Holmes Smith

Howard Bossen, Ph.D.

Henry Holmes Smith is photography's other Smith. Unlike W. Eugene
Smith whose photoessays are known to millions, Henry Holmes Smith's work is
known only to a relatively small number of people. Yet his influence on
photography is vast. He is one of the photographic world's eccentrics: to him
principle has been more important than profit;.pursuit of knowledge and truth
more important than the pursuit of fame.

Henry Holmes Smith has been involved in photography as a visual educator,
critic, and imagemakcr engaged in the exploration of nonobjective and synthetic
color photography since the 1930s. lie was asked by Laszlo Moholy-Nagy to
teach the first course in photography at the New Bauhaus in Chicago in 1937.
From 1947 until his retirement in 1977 lie taught photography at Indiana
University.

He was one of the founders of the Society of Photographic Education. Many
of his ideas on photographic education first enunciated in the 1940s and 1950s
have become widely accepted. He helped shift the focus of photographic educa-
tion from science departments, where the emphasis was on optical and chemical
experimentation without aesthetic concerns, to fine arts departments where the
aesthetic issues of photographic expression could be more freely explored.

Henry Holmes Smith's critical writings about the medium of photography
and viewer response to photography are seminal statements in the field. His ar-
ticles usually take one of two paths. The first involves developing tools to help'
analyze photographs. The second uses those tools to discuss bodies of
photographs.

Prefacing his first article in Aperture, "Photographs and Public", is a one
line quotation front John Milton. "Fit audience find: though few."1 The search
for an audience coupled with a desire for a dialogue may be seen as primary
motives for Smith'svaiting.

Howard Bossen is an Assistant Professor in (he School of Journalism at
Michigan State University.
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Smith's articles, appearing in Aperture, the most influential journal on
photography since Stieglitz's Camera ;Fork, in his own mimeo press publica-
tions, in Afterimage and Untitkd, and the publication of the Center for Creative
Phot ography's monograph , Henry llolmes Snarly Selected Critical Articles,
allow one to see a very wide range of ideas expressed in an equally wide range of
styles. Some of his articles have lists oT questions and statements in theni, alinost
as if these lists were lecture fumes. Some of the articles present highly intellectual
approaches to analytical problems. Others have characteristics reminiscent of
Joycian stream of consciousness.2

With the exception of exhibition notes and some broadbased philosophical
cimmients about how his work developed he has not written overtly about his
own imagery. Yet it may be argued that when he writes about thc imagery of his
mentor, Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, about Aaron Siskind, Fred Somnier, and his
friends and fornier students Jack Welpott amid Jerry Uelsniann he is also writing
about his own vision as an iinagemaker.

Many photographers Smith has clio-sen to write about are ones whose vision
shares sensibilities with his own.3 He was clearly influenced as .a young man by
Moholy-Nagy. Siskind's and his imagery possess similar humanistic concerns and
visually share stylistic properties although the genesis of the imagery is very dif-
Ierent Fred Sommer's and his imagery share certain humanistic vailleS WW1
Welpott and Uelsniann, one finds the inspirational hand of the niaster laid upon
the student. When he writes about these people, Clarence John Laughlin; and
issues such as curatorial taste or the practice of photojournalisni, he is expressing
his beliefs concerning the power, importance, and consequences of photography
and its practitioners within our culture.

In his writings on the critical act one finds procedures for image analysis that
did not previously exist within photographic literature. He freely and gratefully
borrowed ideas from literary criticism, relying.largely on I.A. Richard's Practical
Criticism for the means to create a verbal dialogue with students not attuned to
speaking aliout images. The intent was to help the student/viewer find a means of
understanding the emotional qualities of an image, and to Move beyond Aimple
object identification in order to find meaning in complex signs and symbols.

In his writings on educating photographers he tends to goad, to cajole, to
provoke by making statements which on the surface seem to be outlandish and
unsupportable, but upon reflection cut to the heart of the educational issues he
addresses.4 In his writings on photojournalism he presents the ethical isues which
confront all concerned with human subject documentary photography.5 And in
his writings on museums, he takes on the narrow-mindedness of institutional
practices. He lambasts the curator and collector for being safe rather than
innovative.6

He writes, more from the position of an apologist, in the Church sense, than
from the position of one who is trying to make it, in the art world sense.7 He
writes to explain photography to the audience he hopes is there. His need, which
might be seen as egocentric, is more accurately understood in the context of the
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voice of a man who understands more than most of his contemporaries. General-

ly patiently, although sometimes impatiently, he tries to explain why theirpercep-

.
tions are being impeded by certain cultural, institutional, and historical biases

which retard both the growth of indivkhials as well as the medium of

photography.
That Smith was searching for an audience, howqer small, is clearly seen in a

letter he wrote in 1953 to Minor White, editor of Aperture.

I will continue to send you drafts of material; it is an incentive to

write it down to know at last I have an audience. It is actually my

first real audience.8

This letter was written partially in response to one White wrote in which he said:

I think you are the first one to respond to APERTURE pleas for

articles of intelligence and evidence of thought.9

-....

Smith had published writings earlier, but those writings were more process

(AU:med. tot example: his 1939 Alinicam Alontlilp article on Solariiation. lie had
,

alsikdeveloped theoretical/aesthetic materials for distributidn. Both his Design

Research Laboratory Bulletin from the 1930s and his On Photography pamphlet ir

fron0 953 which he sent to Minor White arc examples. The latter prompted

Whitti.to invite Smith to begin the dialogue on "reading photographs" in the

pages df Aperturei0 his first vehicle which held out to him the possibility of visi-

ble imPact in the field. It remained 8 his primary publication outlet for his ideas

until w` II into the 1960s.
It as been argued that there was a plan behind Aperture, a thoughtout ap-

proach.to the development of the notion of "reading photographs."11 It is not

true, h wever, that so coherent a scheme existed. In the early years White rather

than b ng inundated with articles and images was begging for them. The issue of

"reatlitg photographs" was one which-took an evolutionary course, beginning

with Smith's private publication On.Photography moving into the pages of Aper-

ture and front there into the general literature of photography.
Letters between Smith and White demonstrate that the ideas printed in Aper-

ture were frequently bounced hack and forth in their correspondenee.12 Letters

reveal that both men admired each other's intellect and appreciated their open

relationship. As the 1950s moved on, White opened the pages of Aperture to the

dialogue Smith asked for in 1953.

One of the most important steps in training part of the general

audience is to help any interestedperson realize the rewards of

staying with a difficult photograph. I think APERTURE could

irefully publish the experience of someone who has noted the

way he first responded when he saw a photograph he had not

seen before, and then has compared this respthtse with what .

happened when he subsequently saw the photograph, a day, a
week, a month and even several years later. Perhaps a sMall sec-
tion of ApERTURE should be devoted to methods for detailed
reading a a photograph.13

Smith followed his .plea with an example of a reading of one of Minor
White's photographs. It is a reading based upon physical deSeription of the image

combined.with interpretation based upon the associations released ,by the emotive

properties of the image. It is also a cumulative reading, wherein the viewer's past

experience of the pictureis used to help build toward the present experience which

!dads to a future experience.
The idea of "reading photographs" is one which occupied the pages of

Aperture fOr most of the 1950s. It was an idea extensively examined in Smith's

1956 workshop on photographic interpretation. It is an idea still actively dis-

cussed within the photographic community. John Ward in ,his 1970 book The

Criticism of Photography as Art: The Photographs of Jerry ilelsmann, uscs both

Smith's and White's ideas as a backdrop from which he develops his own con-

cepts of photographic interpretation. Terry Barrett in his 1977 article "Reading

as a Method of Photographic Criticism,"14 examirfes the ideas of Smith and

White in regard to "Reading Photographs."
Since the ideas of Smith's are perhaps his best known ones and certainly the

only ones which to this date have received eritical attention, the ideas on "reading

photographs" per se will not be examined in detail. Yet because the idea of

"reading photographs" first presented in the classroom, worked its way into his

writings on that subject, oh photojournalism, on the responsibility of the tritic

and on the act of interpretation, some discussion is necessary.

In "Image, Obscurity and Interpretation"15 published in Aperture in 1957

Smith first brings his adaptation of 1.A. Richard's Practical Criticism to the at-

tentiOn of the general photographic community. (Richard's ideas were among

several examined with a small group at Smith's 1956 workshop at"Indiana Univer-

sity.) The ideas in this article, written for the rather esoteric atkdience which

subscribed to Aperture, found their way into the literature in.other places too:

In a 1962 article in Infinity, a publication for press phdtgraphers, Smith

also discussed his methodological approach to photographic interpretation. The

article, "The Fiction of Fact and Vice Versa," begins by discussing the
photographers' ability to deliberately falsify the factual, to make an idiot look

like al genins or a genius look like an idiot. In it he questions the 'motives and

abilities of photojournalists and picture editors. He argueS that these people have

a moral responsibility not to turn facts into fiction. He then proposed, based

upon I.A. Richard's Practical Criticism a book about the criticism of poetry, a

method to analyze the meaning' in a photograph..
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Smith adapted Richard's ternts, "sense, feeling, tone, and intention" to
photography. These terms are tools designed to help gain access to meaning
within photographs. Sense is "What we plainly see in a photograph." Feeling is
"What the photographer feels about the object he is photographing or what tic
thinks about it." Tone is "The attitude of the photographer toward his
audience," and intention is "The photographer's purpose iii ntaking the
photographs." 16

Smith's writing created tools which helped an audience perhaps more naive
than today's picture audience begin to delve beneath the surface of identifiable
objects to reach the richness of meaning locked within photographic imagery.
These tools Smith forged were amongst the first analytical tools available to the
serious picture examiner.

They laid part of the foundation contemporary photographic interpretation
is based upon. The strength of tlwse tools rested partly in the intellectual,
analytical approach they provided and partly in the fact the system, like the
literary criticism it was adapted from, required that the viewer always find sup-
port for the interpretation in the image, rather than in things external to the

image.
But the approach based largely upon Richard's Practical C'riticistn had its

flaws. Response was based mostly upon intellectual analysis and did not allow
enough room for emotive and psychological factors. For Smith the systetn did
not prove flexible enough. He moved on to a more complex form of analysis
which retained the intellectual strengths of "reading photographs" while allow-
ing him to pursue a more ephemeral examination of the psychological and the
emotional qualitio in photographs.

Throughout his writings he retains his insistence upoif/the evidence being
found in the photograph: In "Models for Critics", first published in his mimeo
pres publication Related papers on the Classification and Appreciation of
Photographs and Photographers in 1963, and republished in One Hundred Years
of Photographic History in 1975,17 Smith insists that the critic must come after
the photograph, must look to the image for clues as to the problems the
photographer is pursuing and the meanings within' the work.

...it shotdd be stated flatly that the critic, by definition, must
come after the work, not before it, and, whcn the work is really
new, the critic is seldom familiar with it. This is a critic's limita-
tion, and should be accepted morc willingly than it is.

lf, then, the critic must look to photographers and their photographs for the
models which are to instruct him, how is he to know which models to consult?18

Models, as Henry Holmes Smith refers to them, arc tools used to gain access
to art. Their usefulness depends upon the degree of access one gets to any given
diece of art through the employment of that particular model. Not all models are
relevant to all pieces of art.

3
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Figure 1 Henry Holmes Smith, "Giant," 1949. Refraction drawing (original tersion)
Courtesy Henry Holmes Smith archive, Indiana University Art Museum. (01973 by
Henry Holmes Smith.

tSee cover

Figure 2. Henry Holmes Smith, "Mother & Son," 1951. Refraction drawing (original
version) Courtesy Henry Holmes Smith archive, Indiana. University Art Museum.
©1973 by Henry Holmes Smith.
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When Smith discusses interpretation generally he is writing about the per-

sonally expressive photograph; yet, issues of interpretalion coupled with issues of

ethics find their way. into his writings on photojournalism, museum and curators,

and education. Smith discusses ethical issues in photographic interpretation best

perhaps in his writing on photojournalism, lie is interested in finding ways in

which photojournalists can report in a more indcpth way than is customary in

most situations, and in developing a more sophisticated and demanding audience

of picture consumers than presently exists.

His praise of Walker Evan's work in "Two for the Photojournalists"19

reflects his concern for: the photojournalist to explore beneath the surface of

events; and to penetrate to some kind of hman truth which moves as well as in-

forms the viewer. These themes were picked up and expanded upon by Smith in

1967 when he presented a lecture, "Problems of the Contemporary Photojour-

nalist", at the National Prcss Photographers Association Business and Education

Seminar. In it hc discussed: "Your rights as photographers of public events, in-

tended to be originators of factual, truthful reports on the public aspects of

momentous happenings." lie said photographers.have: "The right to show what

you mean...to know that what you show shows what you mean, and...as a cot--

ollary to know what you. mean." There is the assumption that most

photographers, because of a lack of education and because of visually backward

editors, are deprivea of their rights. 111k,

He presents an example of an incident involving a ear accident. He asks how

can the photographer portray the full dimensions of the tragedy represented by

the accident. He stated:

What a task for photography! To relate the past to the future

through the ever present instant. What prospects for tomorrow,

for do we really know how to picture these relationships? On the

basis of what I see published, I doubt it.

It seems reasonable to me to assume that if we are ever to master

thc visual aspects of this yesterday-today-tomorrow relationship

we need to know More about what photographs are and how

they hold the memories thcy contain:

I. How much of what We knoW is really in the photographs, and

how much somewhere else entirely?

2. What should -photographs look like? Isn't that a simple
minded question: Should they look like yesterday? If so, how

do we know they do? Who told us? Why do we trust them?20

And so on. The theme is familiar, the approach that of a master teacher, always

questioning, always giving less the answer and more the question.

The presentation of possibilities meant to expand the horizons of his readers

is a characteristic of Smith's writing reaching back to his first published articles

11

related to photography in 1933. His article which presented a photographic col-

lage and a small amount of how to do it commentary, his article on montage

which mentioned "shadow pictures" as one photographic form, both from 1933,

his Design Research Bulletins from the mid-I 930s, and his 1939 article on

Solarization21 although somewhat pedestrian compared to his later writings and

visual works all demonstrate an early concern with the extension of visual

possibilities and his dominant lifelong concern with light as a transformative

element.
Smith's writing may bc seen to emerge from a definition of photography

wherein the straight camera image is just one kind of valid photographic
possibility, where photography's parameters are mcasurcd by the limits of light,

light modulation and light sensitive material, rather than by the limits of "camera

vision." His writing may be perceived as onc mcans of expanding the dialogue on

photograph y.
Perhaps the most pivotal piece in all of Smith's writings is a one page state-

ment ea u in his self- ublished

pamphlet On Photography. In this piece are printed two photographs side by

side. On the left is a literal camera made image of paint markings on a segment of

a building. Thcrc is a rectangle described by painted lines and above it is written

"Latest Dope." Next to this easy to read pictorial stateinent is Smith's Giant

(Figure I). There is no direct reference to cithcr photograph. The article begins:

"If we think of a photograph as a kind of 'rebus,' it may help us understand the

actual problem of reading a photographic image directly." It cnds with:

Other pictures, however, may depict an unfamiliar or complete-

ly new form, or if the objects are familiar the relaponships may

be difficult to interpret. Explanatory words for such pictures

may be needed, yet they often short-circuit the careful exmina-

. (ion of this kind of image. The result may be similar to reading a

partial solution to a puzzle before making a try for the

answer.22

These two statements and these two photographs lay out the problem Smith

pursued in his writings for the next quarter century. He examined the nature of

the photographic "rebus" and worked on ways to develop means of interpreta-

tion for other's imagery as well as his own. His search, which first took him to art

history and art theory, lead him to literary criticism, poetry, philosophy,
mythology, anthropology and recently to mathematics. It reflects his under-

standing that one cannot truly understand photography if one is not culturally

literate.23
"Reading the Photograph" is very carefully crafted. Without an overt

reference to either photograph the viewer is directed to the problem of gaining ac-

cess to meaning within the nonliteral, nonobject oriented image. Presented with

choices, both easy and difficult the viewer is not told the meaning of either image,

but is shown how one can go about discerning meaning for oneself.

12
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In presenting Smith's imagery and the rudiments of a system this article may
be seen as the beginning point from which his writings about image issues took
two general directions. The first sought to develop methods to examine
photographs. The second discussed bodies of work in an historical and inter-
pretive sense.24 The first path contains the prescriptive reading photograph ar-
ticles; the second path, his essays on Moholy-Nagy, Aaron Siskind, Jack Welpott
and Judy Dater, Clarence John Laughlin, Jerry Uelsmann and Frederick Som-
mer. Although there are these two basic thrusts they are not mutually exclusive

and at times both are pursued within the same piece. For example, in an article on
reading photographs Smith sets out some definitions and then gives a reading of
five Aaron Siskind photographs based upon those definitions.25

In 1963, a decade after "Reading the Photograph" appeared, Smith pub-
lished in a journal with a very small circulation "Representation in

Pho tography."26 This article like the 1953 "Reading the Photograph" contains
---re-productionsGetis wor witbout -over t commentary. --hc--commentary on -his

pictures as in the earlier piece is there in an implied way. As illustrations for this
article he included Mother and Son (Figure 2), Pair II (Figure 3), and
Pseudojorm which he later changed to Grotesque (Figure 4).

Ile presents his alternative concept of the meaning of representafion in
photography, arguing that when representation in. photography is tied to object
identification, then the term disallows the vast potential for human expression to
be fulfilled and reduces photography to a means of only recording simple facts.
He asks a series of questions. He partly answers them by presenting a synoptic
view of the issues involved in the imagery of Harry Callahan, Aaron Siskind and
Frederick Sommer, and by presenting without comment a selection of his own
images.

Important questions remain to be answered: Representation ac-
tually of what? Representation in which of several cOnventions?
For what reason? Certainly commonplace. assum tions abtt,t

vicible world provide convenient p s_for_some_
public portion of every art. They are genuinely us fill to widen
the audience capable of understanding what is being p_igtured.
Yet surely now we know and feel and see much More than the
garden variety of photography can ever show us. Would it be
foo much to ask of photography to extend its powers into these
regions of human experience? Some observers and some
photographers believe it would not be too much.27

i 3
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Figure 1 Henry Holmes Smith. "Pair 11", 1952.1Fro n original version.,Refraction___
ifraThJTisñlesy &eh,* In rimers:mein. Ousoun:71797.1.- . .
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tie proceeds to' discuss various kinds of photographic conventions, asserting

that a large body of previously systematically excluded Work really is part of the

tradition of photography.28

It would be wrong to assert that this work is it a new tradition.
Actually the product is an extension of an expectiagarly view
that was the photograph was a work of both the physiochemical

process and of the human being.

Coupling of the mechanical inmge with the human mind allows for a view-

point which claims that meaning within photographs c-all go beyond surface

object identification. In fact, it is a position which argues that perhaps the least
_

important quality of most photographs is object idenTification.

In presenting in this order, Callahan, Siskind, SoMmer and his own work he

is moving from Callahan who he terms "the, most traditional of the non-
conformist photographers"39 through Siskind and Sommer who present pro-

gressively more nonconformist imagery while utilizing conventional equipment,

to his own work which, without actually being stated, is the most nonconformist

of all, at least in terms of physical execution. The work of all four, however, is

representational, not in the narrowly construed sense of representing things, but

in the wider sense of representing human issues, feelings, fears, fantasies and

experience.

Concern with the human experience permeates Smith's writings as an
apologist. It is a thread which clearly connects the essays found in the volume

edited by Terence Pitts and titled Henry Holmes Smith: Selected Critical

Articles.31 These essays generally theoretical and philosophical, sometimes ex-

amine the works of others while 'ot the same time explicating and validating

Smith's own imagery.
The collection of essays edited by Terence Pitts is structured chronologically

with the exception of "XI Zero in Photography," originally published in 19)9.

This piece precedes the others, which begin with the 1953 "Photographs and

Public." "Xl Zero in PhotOgraphy" serves as Smith's introductory statement,

his call for openness, his plea for a-re-examination of myopic views and-a-nti-

intellectual ideas held by many within the field. It presents for the first time
science, the second field he went to for models for photographic interpretation.

1 5
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Figure 4 Henry Holmes Smith, "Grotesque," ©1952. Refraction drawing (original
version) Courtesy Henry,Holmes Smith archive, Indiana University Art Museum.
01973 by Henry Holmes Smith.
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Previously he had brought adaptations of models of literary criticism into the
discussion of photography. With this piece he suggests that photographers might

be well served to look too, to the scientists, who of necessity Must remain open to

the unexpected, receptive to the unknown.
The title "Xl Zero in Photography" is based on:

the naine;.of an atomic particle (XI Zero) with no electrical
charge. It leaves no tracks to be photographed in cloud chamber

"events." Yet scientists recently made seventy-thousand

photographs in an attempt to obtain evidence about it. In one of

-those pici,tires, evidence of this particle was deduced from effects

that; shoW "the motions of known particles to be peculiarly

skewed by' something."32

Science is expected to be precise, analytical, dispassionate; yet Smith *sees in

,=----thc-sc-itatific4netho41,_an_openness in ideas that_photographers, he argues, tend to

resist. He rhetorically asks photographers if they "Ought not ...take a lead or two

from the practice of these scientists?" And he suggests !hit: a great deal could be

learned from "studying with care" and "subjecting to analysis" a body of work

by a photographer; photographers should stop thinking like the lay public so that

they can "deal professionally with photographs that shbw the world of everyday

events to be 'peculiarly skewed by something"; and the photographer should

"give as much time Ind thought to improving his skill in undeistanding what his

_fellow photographerS can do with ideas" as he has traditionally given to
technological improtiements. He ends this short piece by stating that
photographers do noi begin to study their medium analogous to the way scientists

study theirs, then "photography is indeed weak and empty."33

It is evident that Smith does not believe photogiaphy to be "weak and emp-

ty." It is equally evident that he feels the yast majority of those who claim the

label of photographer are "weak and empty." It is not surprising that when
Smith makes these kinds of statements he creates a certain amount of contro-

versy.34
Smith does not go on the attack without 6tesenting a coherent alternative

noint of view and without understanding historical forces at work. In "Museum.

Taste and the Taste of Our Time," an essay on "The Art of Photography" an ex-

hibition held in 1961 at George Eastman House, he wrote:

"The Art of Photography" is too generous a title for a show of

narrow range and I will not praise narrowness and call it
generous. As I viewed the exhibition in August 1961, I kept

wishing it were 1941. Then what an eye-opening, stunning, even

inspiring show this would have been. But not now; it is twenty

years too late.35
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It is too late because by 1961 utU only had the medium begun to explode in terms

of the diversity of approach to imagemaking, but also because the sanctity of the

aesthetic position presented in fhe show,had begun to be viewed not as the way

rather merely as a way.
Smith's strenuous presentation of differing viewpoints is* based on the

assumption that if there is a path photographers should follow then indeed that

path has many forks. Each one is equally interesting and valid to traverse.

One cannot quarrel with any of these conventions, but they must

be recognized for what they are. Only when they occupy a posi-

tion of absolute and exdusive `privilege in photography need

they be challenged. All of them and others too are only part of
one version of one of contemporary man's most important

visual languages.36

Further on in the article he presents an idea opposing "picture taker" with

"The Art of Photography" show, they were done so in a way which demolished

"for an uninformed viewer the basic potential itrength of the esthetic of the
maker."37- He called for a show which would fairly present this viewpoint and
even goes so far as to suggest many ot .the people he would include.

How illuminating it would be to see the tableaux of Robinson

and Rejlander followed by those of Lejaren and Hiller, Steiehen

and Sarra. OPposite of them would be Callahan's multiple ex-

posures, Laughlin's fabulous gothic art, Telberg's ingenious,

crude, and disturbing images of psychic interplay and Sommer's

intense and accurate measurements of the vast range of reality

we are always seeing (when we see it at all) out of the corner of

our mind's eye.38

For Smith, the rich potential of "our mind's eye" differs from the "cameraN-",'
eye"; for in the former one finds the capacity for thought, feeling, and emotion

while in the latter there is only mechanical response. The argument does not ad-

vocate throwing away rameras, rather itseeks to blend the mechanical record-
making of works of light with the soul of man. The argument dcfes not deny the

richneis of imagery "picture takers" can create, but it does insist on the richness

of imagery "picture makers" create, too. The-argument seeks to broaden the

scope of human understanding through photographic imagery.

In "Some Guideposts to the Appreciation of Photography''39 one finds
Smith borrowing again from the scientists. Here he adapts to photography some

ideas of Thomas S. Kuhn from the preface to "The Structure of Scientific
Remolutions."40 These adaptations of Kuhn% ideas which form part of this arti-

cle also form the basis for Smith's essay "Models for Critics."41
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Once again Smith addiesses the meaning of representation in photography.

Here he makes a statement which cuts through to the essence of the problem his

own imagery has leen faced in being accepted.

...photography which by definition is or ought to be inseparable

from light is also for most persons almost totallytnsnared in the

concept of "lighted objects." Attached to this law as a rider is

the popular assuntption that this connection between object and

photograph -must necessarily produce a recognizable

photographic version of that object in flte picture.

A kind of visual Emancipation Proclamation in the 20th Cen-

tury freed photography from the rider but not the law...Remain-

ing, however, is a dictum that some connection between the

photograph and the objects of everyday experience must be

available in even the most obscure pictures or we have not been

fairly dealt with.42

In 1965 Smith wrote one of the introductory essays for Aaron Siskind:

Photographer. His "New Figures in a Classic Tradition" places Siskind's work,

which although dependent on objects for their creation moves beyond objects in

their meaning, into a long standing tradition with photography. The arguments

he presents in his examination of Siskind further advance the arguments for the

acceptability and importance of his own imagery, too. He accomplishes this,

again, without reference to his own visual work. Yet the similarity in basic at-

titudes brought to Siskind's work and to Smith's is sufficiently strong that whtn

both bodies are examined the links between them become clearly discernible.

Both men have an understanding of the avenues of exploration opened by the

revolution ier art in the early part of the twentieth century. Both men found 'a

great deal of intellectual and emotional sustenance in artwork informed by

modernist principles and saksibilities. Both Siskind's personal life and his

photographs are often linked to many abstract .inipressionist painters and par-

ticularly to his close friend, Franz Kline.43 Both Smith's imagery and writing can

be directly linked to Moholy-Nagy.
In commenting on the possibilities. the "new" art opened up for

photographers Smith stated:

What separam Smith's and Siskind's images then, is more related to techni-

que than to substance. Siskind makes his phutographs using much the same

equipment and technique that the most traditional ol traditional photographers

utilized, a large format camera mounted on a tripod. The images are sharply

focused and finely detailed. Front Smith's perspective where Siskind departs

front tradition is in his vision.

Noting that descriptive illusionistic detail, when redundant or

over-precise, tends to cancel out both the strength and mystery

of a figurative art, Siskind resorted to neglected methods within,

the scope of straightforward traditional photographic technique

to restore the necessary balance between what the camera pic-

tures 'and what the photographer feels. Using carefully com-

posed details from nature, he placed descriPtive illusion com-

pletely at the service of lively new figures rich with contem-

porary meaning.45

Where Smith departs front tradition is both in his.vision and in his technique; for

although cameraless photographic images reach back to Fox Talbot, the use of

Karo syrup and the use of color in a synthetic systermitic exploration extends

front Smith rather than reaching back to others.

Placed after "New Figures in a Classic Tradition" is "The Photographer's

Subject." In this spiece, originally presented as a lecture, Smith presents his

definition of what a subject is in photography. One should-be keenly aware that

in this definition there is no reference to the recording of objects or any other

more conventionally accepted notions of what subjects are in photography.

"Subject," as used here refers to all aspects of individual human

experience which are capable of being summed up in a visual

form that may be pictured photographically. This includes ex-

perience of the senses and those experiences which are
sometimes located "within" that are related to external sense ex-

perience only by analogy.46

This lecture, first delivered in 1972, represents the most precise statement

(Photographers) could study the new art for structures that were

adaptable to traditional photography and incorporate these into

photographs made directly from. nature. Or, by one of several

combinations of photographic and non-photographic techni-

ques, they could create a synthetic imagery (more photo-picture.
than photographs) quite close in spirit to the new art, but a

whole world away from traditional photography.44

Smith has made about what he views as "proper materia_ or su jet: s w in

photography. In it he alludes to his concept of subject in relationship to his own

imagery. For unless his own imagery is to be regarded merely as decorative one

must view his imagery as dealing with experiences located "within" while referr-

ing to "external sense experience only by analogy."
Further, in this lecture Smith reveals part of his rationale for writing as well

as for making images. This may be subconscious on his. part, yet it seems

validated by the tone and substance of many Of his essays.
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The central value (of one's subject) will be demonstrated by con-

sistent use of every device thai supports it and the rejection of

every device that betrays it.

in my judgement, unfortunate and nonproductive, to fail

to practice one's "subject" in every dimension of which one is

eapable.47

And, writing on and t hing photography are perhaps two of the best means of
changing attitudes, of presenting ones notion of subject, content and approach to

the public.
Having laid out Smith's position as imagemaker Henry Holmes Smith:

Selected Critical Articles concludes with "Trees and Seeds," an essay in which

the locus shifts front attempts to explicate the potentials of a medium to the
presentation of a warning about the possible dangers ota market-place orienta-

tion by photographers. It is an essay which helps to explain partly Why Smith .has

not exhibited his work more often.

Public display of what we do may stop us when we ought to be

on our way. Exhibition is not on our way. It is at best a harmless

side path, a part of the general market place that gives us false

notions of what we are really about.48

Knowing the indifference Smith's kind of image has received by the

tastem.akers of his generation one is left, too, with a feeling that he has presented

the intellectual side of the argument and not the emotional. All too often people

are not fully cognizant that what has been deemed acceptable by the tastemakers

in photography has become the medium's visible history and heritage. What has

been acceptable for most of this century has been the straight photograph as ex-

emplified by the work of Edward Weston. As the acceptance of the non-
manipulated camera originated photographic image grew, the general acceptabili-

ty of other kinds of photographic statements diminished. The problem, of

course, is lhat even straight photography is highly manipulative, even if covertly

SO.

Photography is usei as a means to record,objects and events. It is used aS a

means to make conceptual notions concrete, to make the abstract more concrete,

and the concrete more abstract. It is used to topographically examine the surfaces

of our world, explore the innermost recesses of oupminds, express emotion' and

negate emotion. It is made up of fragments of time/space, truth made from fic-

tion and fiction made from truth. All this and more is encompassed by that ubi-

quitous medium referred to as photography.
Yet the medium has been generally perceived by the public tastetnakers and

through them the public at large to be more narrowly construed. Photography

has suffered from canons of what is acceptable to photograph and whatis an ac-

ceptable photograph. These defining and very much constraining parameters of
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the mediuni have been, and to tfic extent that they still exist, shackles which
hinder the aesthetic development of the medium and limit the framework under
which the public can gain an understanding of the potentials of the medium.

From the time Fox Talbot fixed his first photogenic drawings and made his
first camera originated images, there have been two competing methodologies
operating within the medium. The first method uses the camera lens system to
.focus light onto light sensitive material. The second method uses light and light
sensitive material without the niediation of a camera lens system to focus that

,
light.48 The methodology which has come to predorninate is based upon the
camera's ability to record the "likeness" of physical objeas. This methodology
has been raised by various tastemakers into an aesthetic position which 'asserts
that the recording of objects in a form which has a Concrete referent in the
physical world is of a higher order of worth than a more pure recording of light
and energy on light sensitive material.

By 1972; however, his aesthetic isolation was diminished. There were niore
photographers sensitive to the richness of possibility Smith's viewpoint
represented.2Trces_and_Seeds,,ILwriuen-for-a_group-exhibition-reflects-SrnitIV-s
sense of a growing community. The essay concludes with:

Returning, now, to the journey along that high trail ridge, the
inference may be that the trip is taken alone. Not so. All those
kin of the spirit are On the same ridge, my companions, your
companions, high up there all together. This makes a rightful
company, worthy joint virure and that's what this group is.50

Once a community exists, a sense of isolation diminishes and that particular
struggle is over. It becomes a time to reflect, to look back, to begin to act more
the historian and less the critic. It becomes a time to try to place the struggle into
perspective. It seems altogether fitting then that when in 1975 Smith wrote an in-
troductory essay to the book Photographs of Moholy-Nagy: From the Collection
of William Larson he chose to present the historical background to the work of
his mentor, the prejudices against it, and some interpretative insights into it.
"Across the Atlantic and Out of the Woods: Moholy-Nagy's Contribution to
Photography in the United States" presents not just the historical case for
Moholy-Nagy hm the nne for Smith :lc web

And the interpretive statements largely describe Smith's work too. Of
Moholy-Nagy's photograms, the form of image most directly related to Smith's
refraction "drawings" he wrote:

Through the photogrant, Moholy leads us into the reaches of
these solar space's using dark for light. Into the solar plexus, out-
ward to the solar system, both of which are barely explored,
hardly known and charged with energy and mystery, these
remarkable pictures take us. Visual spaceships for the imagina-
tion.5 I 22
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Does not this description conjure up his own Giant (Figure I), Mother and Son

(Figure-2), Pair ll (Figure 3), and Grotesque (Figure 4)? Does not this description

provide a metaphor which explicates and illuminates the imagery of the student,

beyond the reaches but not beyond the hopes of his master?

Asking the right question is a very difficult thing. Yet it would seem that

many of the questions Smith has been asking for fiffir years have been the right

ones. His guiding principles are simple: human beings arc capable of an infinite

variety of expressive activities; and the definition of photography is based upon

light, the modulation of light and light sensitive material. Consequently,

photographs may take on Many forms, may ask many questions, may reveal

many truths. The search for truth in photography requires that one be open to ac-

cept the infinity of possibilities as valid expressions of human beings.

Perhaps more than any Other person, in at least the middle portion of t%'.en-

tieth century, Smith has been leading that scardi. In opening himself to the vast

potentials of human expression, he helped to open the doors for his students.

Largi. y btwcwi tb j tamess-o-f-himselfarid-his-students,apandoW,s-box-of.c.x,
pressive potential has been released to an entire culture. Finally, in the twilight of

his life, the dialogue of differences Smith spent a lifetime working toward is

beginning to emerge. It is io be hoped that Smith's audience though fit will no!

tot much longer be few.
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A tit hor's coininem:
The papers of I lenry I Mimes Smith form onc or the inaMr collections of the Center for Creative

Photography at the University of Arizona, Tucson. Arizona. When the notation MIS Papers appeals

in the notes the material cited is from hi% -collection. The material is copyrighted by Henry Hohno
Smith and may not be used without the permission of Henry Holmes Smith and the Center for

Creative Photography.
The photographs of I knry Holmo Smith are part of the collection of the Indiana University Art

Museum. Bloomington. Indiana. They are copyrighted by Henry Holmes Smith and may not be

reproduce(I vvithout his permission.
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111enry Holmes Smith and Wilson Hicks. "Photographs aud Public." Aperture 2:3 (1953). p.92
This is a two part article. Each part is inthvidually authored.

2A complew breakdown by style of Smith's artkles would bc a very complex task. There are elements

of the three cited styks in many articles, yet few totally fall into onestylistic approach. Since my con-

certi is more with the content of Smith's writing, I cite here an cpinple of an article which has lists,
one whkh is mostly characteristic of ntvlkcluaI argumentation, and one which by the lime it con-
cludes with its discussion of myth, sex and emotion is evocative of a'stream of consciousness styk.
A. "Critical Difficulties: Some Problems with Passing Judgement and Taking Issue," Afterimager;
Summer (978, pp. 17-19.
B. "Light Study: Bawd on an Illustrated Lecture from 1947," T.S., n.d. (transcribed from the
original notes In is.) 11145 Papers.
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C. "Trauma% of Fair Women and Other Visions: The Dater/ Wdpon Portraits of Urban Women."
in Dater. Judy and Jack Welpoit. H and Other Pin )) ns: Photographs by Judy Dater and Jack
Irelpott (New York: Morgan and Morgan, 1975).

3By sensibility I mean the attitude hrought to the picture making process combined with the emotive,
psychological interaction that occurs between the image and the viewer.

4For it:presentative ankles concerned with education and education issues see:
Henry Holmes Smith, "What the Old Have to Tell the Young," T.S. April 1979 hased on

Smith's 1979 Keynote address to tlw National conference or the Society for l'hotographic Education,
11. Worth, Texas.

lenry !lobules Smith. "Xl Zero in Photography." in Henry Holmes Smith: Sekcted Critical
Articles, Moon. Ariz.: Center tor Creative Photography, 1917, p. 3. Originally publkhed in
Photographer's Choke, Nu. 1 (Spring 1959).

SFor alticks concerned with photojournalism we;
I luny I folnies Smith. "The Fiction or Fact and Vke %law," T.S., 1962. III IS Papers. This was

Publithed in Infinity in 1962.
Henry llohnes Smith, "Problesns of the Contemporary Photojournalist." T.S. I I I IS I'apers.
lenry Holmes Smith, "Two for the Photojournalists, Aperture 8:4 (1960). pp. 188-192.

6See:
I lenry Holmes Smith. "Mosconi Taste and the Taste of Our filai; ",4perture 10:2 (1962), pp.

52-55.
Henry Holmes Smith, "The Wasp Esthetic and the Vanishing Photograph," T.S., Dec. 10,

1972. IIIIS Papers.
71 thank Jack Welpon for this notion of apologist in relation to Smith. I think it fits him perfectly and
have_dceidetEta.use_isisulte-same ructaphorical-wititWelpon- fitentiOtted if-110

Smith's mimeo press publications indicate that he was snore interested in an exchange of ideas
rather than in an exchange of money.

The reader should conwli Photographer's Exhibition News-Letter. Vol. I. Nos. 1-3
(1960-1962). Photographeas Choice, No. 1 f(I 959).

811cury llohnes Smith. leiter to Mnior White. 12 Sept. 1953. A copy ot thisletter is with the I IIIS
Papers.

9Mitior White, later to Henry Holmes Smith, 9 Sept. 1953. A copy of thk kiter is with the IIHS
Papers.

101n a ktter to Smith, dated 8 Feb. 53, Minor White wrote:
Congratz on the little katlett (sic) called "On l'hotoy." That is a ddightlnl little number lkst
of all it shows that somebody is doing some thinking about pictures.
What do you think of taking these same subjects and enlarging on them a little for APER-
TURE?...This is un excellent approach to "Reading the Photo" and I hope you find time to
writi ü out completdy and for publication in APERTURE .

A copy of this letter is with the IIIIS Papers.
I !See Joteathaii Green's article. "Aperture in the 50's: The Word and the %Vay." AfterOnage 6:8

(March 1979), pp. 8-13, and I lenry llolines Smith. "Letter to the Editor." Afterimage 7:1 and 2
(Summer 1979). p. 2.

12 The reader is referred to the iknry Holmes Smith/Minor. White correspondence with the IIHS
Papers.

13 Henry Flohnes Sniith, "Photographs and Public," p. t2.

14John Ward. The Criticism of Photography as Art: The Photographs of Jerry Uelsmann.
(Gainesville: Univ. of Florida Press. 1970).

Terry Barrett, "Reading as a Method of Photographic Criticism," Exposure 15:4 (December,
1977). pp. 3-5.

13 Henry -Holnies Smith, "Image,'Obscurity-and Interpretation;":Aperrure 5:4 i957), pp. 136-147.
In this article Smith refers his readers to: I.A. Rkhards, Practical Criticism. (New York: Har-

court, Brace, Jovanovich, 1929, pp. 12-15, 292-315, 328-329).
16 Henry Holmes Smith, "The Fiction of Fact and Vice Versa," T.S., 1962, pp. 7-8. See footnote 5

for full citation.
17 Henry I lolmcs Smith, Related Papers on the Classification and Appreciation of Photographs and

Photographers (Bloomington, hid.: Photographer's Exhibition Stowe), 1963.
A copy of this mimeo press publication is in the Archives at the International museum of

Photography ut George Easupan House, Rochester, New York.
Henry Holmes Smith, "Models for Critk's" in yin Detest Coke, ed., On, Hundred rears of

Photographic History: Essays in Honor of Beaumont Newhall (Albuquerque: Univ. of New Mex-
ico Press, 1975), pp. 140-143.

1811enry Holmes Smith, "Models for Critics," 0. HI.'
19Henry Holmes Smith, "Two for the Photoinurnalists," Aperture 8:4 (1960). pp. 188192.
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20111:my Ifolnies Sntith. "Problems of the Contemporary Photo-journalist." T.S,,n.d. These quotes

are taken from a vasion of the lecture re-written alter the lecture Smith gave to the National Press

Photographers Association in New Orleans. I his version and a ver which is part IS and pail

MS are troth with the FINS Papers.
Henry llohues Smith, "'Photopatterns' Conqmsed from Shots of Mundane Architecture Multiply

Avtitlahle Design Sources." Design Magazine 35:1 (May 1933). pp. 10.11.

Henry Holmes Smith, "How Shall We Use Montage?" Design Magazine 35:6 (December

1,933), pp. 21. 27.
Henry Holmes Smith, "Research Hulletin I'M-I" 1Cohnobus, Ohio: Design Research

.labdcalory).-May 1935. A copy of this is with the IIIIS Papers.
Holmes Smith, "Solarization Process: For Unique and Sensational Effects," /14 .ani

Monthlk3:2 (October 1939), pp. 26-31, 78-91 (with author's illustrations).

2211enry thibites Smith, "Reading the Photograph." in Henry lloIntes Smith, ed., On PhologriMhy

(Illoomingron, Ind.: Henry Holmes Smith. 1953), p. 7.

23 Many of Smith's colleagues and former students
spoke on tglyoracious reading hahits which en-

compassed an almost encyclopedic variety of subjects. RAM Fichter, one of Smith's hunter

students. remarked in an interview on April I), 1979 that he was amlued how Smith would bring

materials into class from seemingly
unrelated fielas and build bridges into photography.

When Smith first catne to Indiana University he began to study for an M.F.A. After deciding

that his own department did not have the courses he felt were necessary to bridge his knowledge

gaps, he began taking courses during the summer with literary critics who were. brought in tor

special sessions. This was where he came into contact with LA. Richards, Kenneth Burke, Francis

Ferguson and- William-Fairgam.
In 0117 correspondence, Smith has

referred to the importance of Weston l.a Barre's The Ghost

Dunce. to his thinking about myth, synibol, culture and religion.
Recently Smith has discovered the writings of Rene' Thom on Catastrophe Theory. fie sees a

relationship between this theory in mathematics and his own wot k.

24 New articles dealing with image issues are to be distinguished from his articles on pedagogy, and

politics svtihni the photography and art communities.

25 Henry Holmes Smith. et al.. "The Experience ofPhotographs: 5 Photographs by Aaron Siskind--5

Readings by: KurcSafranski, Henry Wows Smith, Myron Martin, Walter Chappell, Sam Tung

W u,".Aperture 5:3 11957), pp. 112.130. The section Sntith wrote can be found on pp. 117-119,

26 I ienry Holmes Smith, "Representation in Photography,"
Quartet, no, 2 (Winter issue 1963). In-

cludes reproduction of Pseudoform
(Grotesque). 1950; Mother and Son. 1951; and Pair. 1952.

Smith'i.coneept of representation in pi graphy is also presented in "Some Guideposts to

the Appreciation of Photography" first published in Smith's Related Papers on Classification and

Appreciation of Photographs and Photographers in 1963 and reprinted in Henry Holmes Smith:

Selected Critical Articles, 1977, pp. 12-19.

271bid.
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31 Ibid.
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33Ibid.
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repeating essentially the charge he made in this article; that unthinking, unexamined approaches

are detrimental anti that those who call themselves professionals and teachers must open themselves

to ideas as well as lo technology, to discipline as well as to emotionalism, to insight as well as to

oversight- It appeared that most of those angered did not understand his basic premise. His own

frustration with this problem lead to an exchange on both sides that bordered on the vitriolic.

35 Henry Holmes Smith, "Museum Taste and the Taste of Our Time," in Henry' Holmes Smith:

Selected Critical Articles. p. 9. Originally published in Aperture 10:2 (1962).

7 36 Ibid. .

37 p. I I.
381bid.
39See footnote 26 for citation.
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te. / . Thomas S. Kuhn, "The Structure of Scientific Revolutions," in Foundations of llie Unity of

Science (International Eneyclopedit OfUnified Science, Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press), Vol. II,

. No. 2, pp. ix-xi.

41See footnote 17.
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Smith: Selected Critical Articles. p. 15.
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